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Week 6: Dynamic/Modular Neural Architectures



Recall: How to avoid forgetting?
Hadsell et al, “Embracing Change: Continual 
Learning in Deep Neural Networks”, Trends in 

Cognitive Sciences 24:12, 2020 

We have investigated ways to 
mitigate (catastrophic) forgetting 

but haven’t talked about (C) yet


Disclaimer: we will focus primarily  
on neural networks today



Why dynamic architectures?

Why are we talking about dynamic/modular architectures at this point? 

“Catastrophic forgetting is a direct consequence of the overlap of distributed 
representations and can be reduced by reducing this overlap.” 

 
Robert French, “Using Semi-Distributed Representations to Overcome 

 Catastrophic Forgetting in Connectionist Networks”, AAAI 1993 



Why dynamic architectures?

Why are we talking about dynamic/modular architectures at this point? 

“Catastrophic forgetting is a direct consequence of the overlap of distributed 
representations and can be reduced by reducing this overlap.” 

 
Robert French, “Using Semi-Distributed Representations to Overcome 

 Catastrophic Forgetting in Connectionist Networks”, AAAI 1993 

”Very local representations will not exhibit catastrophic forgetting because there is little 
interaction among representations. However, a look-up table lacks the all-important ability to 

generalize. The moral of the story is that you can’t have it both ways.”



Recall lecture 1 on static ML

Deep Learning, Goodfellow, Bengio, Courville, MIT Press 2016, 
 Machine Learning Basics chapter, page 114.

But it’s not only about catastrophic forgetting: it’s also finding suitable capacity



Two common ways to think about modular architectures

-> “Implicit”: over-parametrized and try to create specific sub-modules  

“Explicit”: add actual parameters/capacity over time 



The implicit perspective

The “implicit" perspective 

• Recall the regularization perspective: identify important parameters, constrain those 

• We could assume over-parametrization + try to “sparsify” our parameters  

• We create “sub-models” that are primarily responsible for a specific task 



The implicit perspective

Example: activation sharpening (semi-distributed representations) 

• Increase activation of some k nodes, decrease that of others  

• Suggestion, overlap as a sum of the smaller activations, the “shared” activation, as a 
measure of interference 

• Four hidden unit example: (0.2, 0.1, 0.9, 0.1) & (0.2, 0.0, 1.0, 0.2)  
Activation overlap: (0.2 + 0.0 + 0.9 + 0.1) / 4 = 0.3  

• A non interfering example: (1, 0, 0, 0) & (0, 0, 1, 0) have 0 overlap 

Robert French, “Using Semi-Distributed Representations to Overcome Catastrophic Forgetting in Connectionist Networks”, AAAI 1993



The implicit perspective

Example: activation sharpening (semi-distributed representations) 

• Increase activation of some k nodes, decrease that of others  

• Suggestion, overlap as a sum of the smaller activations, the “shared” activation

Robert French, “Using Semi-Distributed Representations to Overcome Catastrophic Forgetting in Connectionist Networks”, AAAI 1993



The implicit perspective

Robert French, “Using Semi-Distributed Representations to Overcome Catastrophic Forgetting in Connectionist Networks”, AAAI 1993



The implicit perspective

A newer example: 
 Pathways/PathNets 

• Start with an over-
parametrized model 

• Constrain a task to use a 
subset of parameters  

• Enforce a small/fixed number 
of active modules/“paths”

Fernando et al, “PathNet: Evolution Channels Gradient Descent in Super Neural Networks”, arXiv:1701.08734, 2017  



The implicit perspective

A different newer example: 
Variational Autoencoder with 
Shared Embeddings (VASE) 

• Keep (over-parametrized) 
encoder/decoder fixed in terms 
of number of parameters 

• Progressively increase latent 
space capacity in continual 
learning

Achille et al, “Life-Long Disentangled Representation Learning with Cross-Domain Latent Homologies”, NeurIPS 2018 



The implicit perspective

There are many ways to go about task specific subsets of parameters/modules: 

• Activation overlap 

• Parameter sparsity  
(e.g. through L1 regularization) 

• “Attention” masks 

• … etc.  

Surely interesting & useful, but what if we don’t want to start large/over-parametrized?

Serrà et al,“Overcoming Catastrophic Forgetting with Hard Attention to the Task”, ICML 2018 



Two common ways to think about modular architectures

“Implicit”: over-parametrized and try to create specific sub-modules  

-> “Explicit”: add actual parameters/capacity over time 



Recall lecture 2: transfer

“How transferable are features in deep neural networks”,  Yosinski et al, NeurIPS 2014 

Recall lecture 2 on transfer learning:  
some features are more transferable 
than others  

The “experts” approach:  

• We could share parts + add 
individual experts on top



The explicit perspective

Aljundi et al, “Expert Gate: Lifelong Learning with a Network of Experts”, CVPR 2017

The “experts” approach:  

• We could share parts + add 
individual experts on top 

+ A solid & somewhat “safe” approach 
+- “Backbone” is static & experts don’t 

share all knowledge (is this a + or -?) 
- Can be tough to determine which 

expert to use 



The explicit perspective

The explicit perspective: plasticity from a different angle - inspiration from neurogenesis? 

“After two decades of research, the neurosciences have come a long way from accepting that 
neural stem/progenitor cells generate new neurons in the adult mammalian hippocampus to 
unraveling the functional role of adult-born neurons in cognition and emotional control.  
The finding that new neurons are born and become integrated into a mature circuitry 
throughout life has challenged and subsequently reshaped our understanding of 
neural plasticity in the adult mammalian brain.”  

 
(Quote: Vadodaria & Jessberger, “Functional neurogenesis in the adult hippocampus: then and now”, frontiers in neuroscience 
8, 2014, see also C. Gross, “Neurogenesis in the adult brain: death of a dogma”, Nature Reviews Neuroscience, 2000) 



The explicit perspective

Example: Dynamic Node Creation 

• Small initial amount of parameters 

First crucial question: When should we add? 
  
• Assumes decaying exponential for error 

• Add node when error plateaus

T. Ash, “Dynamic Node Creation in Backpropagation Networks”, 
Connection Science 1:4, 1989 



The explicit perspective

Second crucial question: when do we stop? 

• Calculate the ratio over the drop in average 
(squared) error (a) across some window (w) 
of time (t) 

• Stop when relative improvement becomes too 

small:  

• Stop when acceptable performance/cutoff (C) 

is reached: 

at − at−w

at0
< ΔT

at ≤ Ca
T. Ash, “Dynamic Node Creation in Backpropagation Networks”, 

Connection Science 1:4, 1989 



The explicit perspective

Has been empirically investigated on some “simpler” test problems 

T. Ash, “Dynamic Node Creation in Backpropagation Networks”, Connection Science 1:4, 1989 



The explicit perspective

Squared error (y axis) for the ADD3 test problem

T. Ash, “Dynamic Node Creation in Backpropagation Networks”, Connection Science 1:4, 1989 



The explicit perspective

Technically, third crucial question (not taken 
into account here): how/what do we add?  

• Do we add one parameter or many? 

• A neural network layer? 

• Do we add a whole new function?  

• A different output head if our tasks change?

T. Ash, “Dynamic Node Creation in Backpropagation Networks”, 
Connection Science 1:4, 1989 



The explicit perspective

Rusu et al, “Progressive Neural Networks”, arXiv:1606.04671, 2016 

A newer example: progressive networks 

• Start with a single “column” of parameters 

• Add “column” for new task + freeze old column 

• New columns receive lateral connections from 
old ones  

Avoid forgetting & allow transfer where possible 



The explicit perspective

We can evaluate and analyze similarly to what we have already 
seen in lecture 2, when we talked about knowledge transfer

Rusu et al, “Progressive Neural Networks”, arXiv:1606.04671, 2016 



The explicit perspective

Rusu et al, “Progressive Neural Networks”, arXiv:1606.04671, 2016 

We can evaluate and analyze similarly to what we have already 
seen in lecture 2, when we talked about knowledge transfer



Aren’t some of these solutions “obvious”?



“While many of the individual ingredients used in progressive nets can be found in the 
literature, their combination and use in solving complex sequences  of tasks is novel” 

(Rusu et al, Progressive Neural Networks, 2017) 

Aren’t some of these solutions “obvious”?



Recall questions: what to start with, when to add/remove - 
 what, how, how much; when to stop …? 

!! Developing concrete algorithms & applications is challenging !!

Aren’t some of these solutions “obvious”?



Dynamically Expandable Nets

DENProgressive NetsEWC

Yoon et al, “Lifelong Learning with Dynamically Expandable Networks”, ICLR 2018 

Various combinations with partial re-training with expansion



Dynamically Expandable Nets

Yoon et al, “Lifelong Learning with Dynamically Expandable Networks”, ICLR 2018 

Three key steps: 

1. Selective retraining 

2. Dynamic expansion 

3. Split & duplicate units 

Perhaps sidelines the 
question of how much to 
add by removing again



Why is the efficacy of these approaches hard to interpret? 
Beyond measuring (catastrophic) forgetting  



Recall lecture 1 on static ML

Deep Learning, Goodfellow, Bengio, Courville, MIT Press 2016, 
 Machine Learning Basics chapter, page 114.

But it’s not only about catastrophic forgetting: it’s also finding suitable capacity



Small -> large sample scenarios

Geifman & El-Yaniv, “Deep Active Learning with a Neural Architecture Search”, NeurIPS 2019 

Number of “blocks"

N
um

ber of “stacks”

The active learning perspective 

Incremental architecture approach: 
For every query, evaluate three 
architecture choices 

1. The present architecture 
2. One with expanded width 
3. One that also adds layers  

Greedily select the best candidate in 
terms of a validation dataset 



Architecture & active learning

Geifman & El-Yaniv, “Deep Active Learning with a Neural Architecture Search”, NeurIPS 2019 

What kind of architecture do you 
think is depicted in the 3 curves?  



Architecture & active learning

Geifman & El-Yaniv, “Deep Active Learning with a Neural Architecture Search”, NeurIPS 2019 

What kind of architecture do you 
think is depicted in the 3 curves?  

1. Black line: incremental architecture 
2. Blue line: fixed Resnet (large) 
3. Red line: fixed small architecture 

(start of the incremental one) 



Architecture & active learning

Geifman & El-Yaniv, “Deep Active Learning with a Neural Architecture Search”, NeurIPS 2019 

Consistent for different active learning acquisition functions



As always: it’s likely even more complicated



Choice of model & scale

Ramasesh et al, “Effect of Model and Pretraining Scale on Catastrophic Forgetting in Neural Networks”, ICLR 2022 

(Opinion?) We don’t have a solid idea of representation overlap in deep learning yet  



Choice of model & scale

Ramasesh et al, “Effect of Model and Pretraining Scale on Catastrophic Forgetting in Neural Networks”, ICLR 2022 

Some models may be more suitable than others: orthogonal representations?



There are other ways to think about suitable 
architecture configurations 



Meta-learning

The meta-learning perspective: learning to learn  
• Learning to chose a suitable model variant 

• Learning to grow 

• Architecture search  

• Learning loss functions  

• Learning optimizers  

• ….  
Zopf & Le, “Neural Architecture Search with 

Reinforcement Learning”, ICLR 2017 



It’s half-time: recap & outlook 



What have we seen so far?

1. Intro: motivation and rough course overview  
2. Transfer and its forms: from source to target tasks  
3. (Catastrophic) forgetting 1: optimization, regularization, distillation  
4. (Catastrophic) forgetting 2: rehearsal & pseudo-rehearsal 
5. Active learning: querying what data comes next   
6. Dynamic/modular architectures: more than just “forgetting 3”  

 We should have a good initial overview of ways of thinking & techniques now 



Recap
Hadsell et al, “Embracing Change: Continual 
Learning in Deep Neural Networks”, Trends in 

Cognitive Sciences 24:12, 2020 

We have covered these  
paradigms & a little more



What is still missing?

7. Evaluation (Pandora’s box, really): what do we want to measure & why is it challenging?  
8. Encountering truly “unknown unknown” data  
9. Learning curricula & other interesting effects 
10. The influence and leading role of software (and hardware?)   
11.  Even more research frontiers: distributed training, meta-learning … 

Hypothesis/opinion: In parts, we will start getting into topics now that (should) have crucial 
impact, but where it also may become less clear (?) what to do & what we might even want


